
Thirteen students andMiss Chaerin joined in the
climbing fun at our weekend trip to Clip ‘n Climb
in Ipswich in March. Much fun was had and
everyone challenged themselves to push
beyond their limits, with some even completing
the Leap of Faith and the Vertical Drop Slide.

FIC Students Climb To The Top!
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This term I couldn’t be prouder of our lovely
school: the enthusiasm and joy for learning
the students have shown; the care and
dedication to the students’ education shown
by all members of staff across the school; and
the creativity and leadership shown by all the
teachers which ensures the students have
rich experiences and learning opportunities.

Among the highlights for me have been the
support the students have shown to the
community. Raising funds for Comic Relief,
collecting resources for the Ukraine appeal,
supporting ‘Earth Runs’ so that 100 trees will
be planted in Indonesia, and continued
support for our local ‘Litter Free Felixstowe’
charity. In addition, lots of fun activities took
place to celebrate ‘British Science Week’
alongside learning about STEM careers and
inspirational scientists in history.

Congratulations to all students for their
achievements this term. Our Easter
achievement assembly was full of praise and
recognition and a thoroughly joyous
occasion. Mrs Becky.

Principal’s Welcome

Friday 17th June: Open Event & Summer Fair.
3 – 6 pm. Please spread the word locally.
Raising funds for Eco–schools and Level 2.

Friday 24th June: Whole school BBQ and trip
to Ipswich Escape Rooms, 12:30 – 5:30 pm

Friday 1st July: End of year Celebration and
Achievement event, 10:00 – 11:30 am
At St Peter and St Paul’s Church.

All families welcome.

Save the date!



Two fundraising events were held
to raise money for Comic Relief. A
sale of homemade cakes and a non-
school uniform day on 18th March
together raised a total of £113.16
towards helping life-changing
projects in the UK and around the
world.

Comic Relief
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Eco school have been busy this term. As a group we
decided to collect items for the Ukraine appeal, and the
school did not disappoint! Mrs Joanna’s car was stuffed
full of warm clothing, sanitary items and other products
the people in Ukraine were in desperate need of. Thank
you once again to everyone who contributed.

The students have also spent break times and their spare
time walking / running / exercising for at least an hour a
week, which led to a new group called Earthruns, to plant
trees in Indonesia on our behalf for every kilometre we
ran / walked!

We have now contributed to planting 100 trees. We even
received biodegradable medals which, when planted, will
grow wildflowers. Hopefully we shall see some flowers
bloom in the school grounds soon!

Eco-School

Students are challenged to
develop and extend their
vocabulary through learning and
using a specific word each week.
They can gain rewards by correctly
using the word verbally in lessons
or in their written work. The new
word is introduced in assembly and
in the Google Classroom.

Words this half term have included
‘tempestuous’, ‘vehement’,
‘voracious’ and ‘zeal’.

41 Rewards have been given for
use of the Word of the Week this
half term.

Word of the Week



This term, the class continued
litter-picking as part of the ‘Litter-
Free Felixstowe’ group. They
painted beach stones with
inspirational, fun messages and
enjoyed hiding their ‘Felixstowe
Finds’ for other people to find and
re-hide or keep.

Most recently, they visited St. Peter’s and St. Paul’s
Church’s prayer corner for Ukraine, to witness a local
community’s response to the war and express their
own feelings within the class. They had a thoughtful
discussion, prayed for or thought about the victims of
the war and tied a ribbon to the tree in Ukrainian
colours as they did so.

British Science Week
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KS3 Careers researched various STEM careers
on the poster below that appealed to them.
Students chose up to 3 careers to research
and then present the basic job description to
the rest of the class. They all managed to find
at least one job that really appealed to them!

What is special about 2,147,483,647? This is the
largest number that many computer systems can
count to, as A level Mathematics students learnt.
(Counting in binary using 32 bits gives 231 –1.) This
could have had critical consequences for Boeing
787 Dreamliners, because the plane could have lost
literally all electrical power if the control system
clock hadn’t always been “switched on and off
again” before the maximum time of 248 days
(2,147,483,647 counted in hundredths of seconds).
Similarly, Los Angeles Air Traffic Control in 2004 did
lose radio voice contact with hundreds of planes
for several hours, because the computer had
counted 49 days (232 –1, measured in milliseconds)
without being reset. Many computer calendar
systems used now still count seconds measured
from 1st January 1970, and will run out of time on
19th January 2038!
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KS3 Community Work

The KS4 Maths class studied kilowatt-hours, percentage increases, monthly payment plans, pie
charts and 20 years of wholesale energy costs, to discusswhy household gas and electricity bills have
shot up lastmonth. If theywere in charge, they suggested that the price of wind and solar generated
electricity shouldn’t have to go up just because gas and oil prices are, that we should use a much
higher proportion of renewable energies, and that the rate of VAT charged could be lowered to keep
the actual amount of tax paid the same.



When you think of people going to the moon I bet you don’t think
about Katherine Johnson? Well Katherine Johnson was an American
Mathematician whose calculations helped to send people to the moon
and back, and in this article you can find out more!

Katherine Johnson was amazing at maths. Katherine Johnson was
born in in White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia on 26th August, and
recently died on 24th February 2020 of natural causes.

Hidden Figures is a film of the story of the three incredible black women
in NASA history, Katherine Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan and Mary
Jackson. Taraji P. Henson played Katherine.

Her calculations gave great contributions to sending astronauts to
space. She calculated out the paths for the spacecraft to orbit (go
around) the Earth and to land on themoon. NASA sent astronauts into orbit around Earth. Later, she
helped send astronauts to the moon and back.

Maths came easy to Katherine Johnson but she worked hard to master geometry and algebra. She
started high school when shewas just 10 years old and college when shewas 15. After she graduated
with honours at 18, Johnson taught Black students maths. She later enrolled in graduate school at
West Virginia University to study maths but left early to raise a family and return to teaching.

Did you know that Katherine Johnson was rejected when she first applied to NASA because there
were no positions left for her and she was black and a woman so no one thought she was capable.
But because she didn’t give up Katherine Johnson was one of the first African-American women to
work a NASA as a Scientist.

Her legacy is to inspire women to go into the field of work which men usually do.

Don’t give up, as you have seen what Katherine Johnson can do when she doesn’t give up.

Scientists in History: Katherine Johnson – by Sapphire
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Stephen Hawking was an English theoretical physicist. His theory
was of exploding black holes which drew upon quantum
mechanics theory!

British cosmologist StephenWilliamHawkingwas born in England
on 8th January 1942. Hawking attended University College,
Oxford, where he studied physics, even though his father wanted
him to study medicine. Hawking extended the singularity
theorem concepts he first explored in his doctoral thesis. This
consisted of not only the existence of singularities but also the

theory that the universe may have started as a singularity! (A singularity is when gravity is so intense
that spacetime breaks itself down catastrophically.) Starting in 1973, he moved into the study of
quantum gravity and quantum mechanics. His legacy has completely changed our view on how we
look at the universe with his remarkable theories. He has inspired a generation around the world,
making some of the most complex physics of our time accessible to the masses.

Scientists in History: Stephen Hawking – by Ishan



Do you know what Marie Curie became
famous for? Marie Curie discovered
radiation at age 24! How cool is that!

Background: Marie Curie was born on 8th

November 1876 in Poland and died on 4th

July 1934 in Passy, France. You may be
thinking how did she die? Marie Curie died
of radiation from when she was known to
carry test tubes of radiation around in her
lab coat, but one day it took a toll on her
health. How terrible her research killed
her.

Work: Marie Curie focused the most on
Science, Chemistry and Physics. She was
very smart! She also discovered polonium
and radium in 1898. In 1911 she won the Nobel prize for physics for discovering radioactivity. In 1911
she also won the Nobel prize for chemistry for isolating pure radium.

Conclusion: In July 1898, the Curies published their conclusion – the bismuth fraction contained a
new element. Chemically it had acted almost exactly like bismuth, but since it was radioactive it had
to be something new. They named it “polonium” in honour of the country of Maries birth.

1867: Marie was born in Poland.
1891: Marie moved to Paris, to study at Sorbonne.
1895: Marie married Pierre Curie, which was when her name became Marie Curie.
1897: Marie’s first daughter, Irene, was born.
1902: Marie was hired to do some experiments, and discovered pure radium.
1903: Marie and her husband, Pierre, were awarded a Nobel Prize for their work with radioactivity.
1904: Marie was promoted to the chief assistant to her husband in his laboratory.
1904: Pierre became a teacher, teaching at Sorbonne.
1906: Marie was widowed, when Pierre was killed in an accident. She took his place teaching at
Sorbonne and was the first woman professor there.
1911: Marie won her second Nobel Prize, this time on her own, for her continued work in
radioactivity.
1914: The x-ray was used in battle. During WWI, Marie used her radioactive research materials to
do “x-rays’. The x-rays found bullets and other shrapnel in wounded soldiers.
1922: Marie became a member of the French Academy of Medicine. She devoted herself to using
her knowledge to help people.
1929: Marie Curie visited America. She was honoured everywhere she went, and was given a gram
of radium as a gift.
1932: Marie and her sister started a research facility to help fight cancer. It is still open today and is
called the Marie Sklodowska Curie Oncology Center.
1934: Marie got sick and died shortly after, but she will never be forgotten. Her work helped
advance the medical world and save thousands of lives.

Scientists in History: Marie Curie – by Ruby
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The IGCSE English Language students have been writing biographies
and each researched a famous STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths) person during Science Week. Here is a very
good example of a short biography, by Amelia Taylor.

South African entrepreneur Elon Reeve Musk is the most wealthy,
successful person alive. He is the co-founder of big brands such as
Tesla and PayPal and also founder of ‘The Boring Company’ and
‘SpaceX.’ Their major success has led to him having a net worth of
$220.5 billion at 50 years old.

Born to Errol Musk and Maye Musk, on June 28th 1971 in Pretoria, South Africa, Elon grew up with
divorced parents who both lived an average lifestyle with an average income, his mother being a
model and his father an engineer. He had two younger siblings who have also become very
successful in life; they are Tosca and Kimbal Musk. He attended Pretoria Boys High School as a
teenager; his peers claimed he was an average student who was friendly and introverted. Whilst at
school, his love and interest for technology grew: he taught himself computer programming and
researched everything there was to know about computing. He even made his own game at age 11
and sold it for £500 ($1200 today). Whilst at school Elon was also badly bullied, with some actions
being so bad he would end up in hospital.

At the age of 17, Musk moved to the USA where he went to the University of Pennsylvania to study
physics. After completing his degree he became a serial entrepreneur, meaning he created many
small businesses before he became highly successful. Some of his first businesses included X.com
and Zip2; both of these are technology related, so Elon had a good understanding of what he was
creating.

Elon’s business really boomed after he co-founded PayPal with Peter Theil and since their app was
so successful it was bought by eBay for $1.5 billion in 2002. After receiving $180million profit from his
sale, Elon invested in new companies including Tesla, The Boring Company, Neuralink and his biggest
project SpaceX (which has a plan to colonise Mars).

Elon now lives in various different houses around America with his partner Grimes. He has eight
children named Nevada, Xavier, Damian, Griffin, Kai, Saxon, X AE A-Xii and Exa Dark. He owns a
company in Texas worth over $1 billion and is estimated to die with a net worth of three times more
than what he is worth now. (Written before he announced his take-over bid for Twitter.)

Biography of a STEM Star: Elon Musk
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At our end of term achievement assembly, each student received a commendation certificate based
on teachers’ votes for their best attribute of learning.

KS3:
Dylan - focus in lessons
Eva - communication with teachers
Indigo - communication with teachers
Ishan - concentration and focus in lessons
Ruby - planning and organisation
Sapphire - planning and organisation
Thomas - oral participation in lessons

KS4:
Amelia - oral participation in lessons
Dri - oral participation in lessons
Grace P - organisation and presentation of work
Grace E - concentration and focus in lessons
Francesca - planning and organisation
Martha - oral participation in lessons
Namhyun - concentration and focus in lessons
Kaitlin - concentration and focus in lessons
Seonghun - concentration and focus in lessons
Will - oral participation in lessons

KS5:
Andrew - concentration and focus in lessons
Anna - planning and organisation
David - oral participation in lessons
Ian - oral participation in lessons
Inseo - concentration and focus in lessons
Jason - concentration and focus in lessons
Jenny - planning and organisation
Sarah - concentration and focus in lessons

Sapphire - commended for
her use of Word of the Week
Most academic rewards:
Ruby - KS3
Amelia - KS4
Inseo - KS5

Spring Term Fitness Challenge:
1st: Francesca
2nd: Amelia
3rd: Kaitlin

Rewards RaffleWinners:
Dylan x2, Amelia, Will, Francesca,
Anna, Jenny, Seonghun.

If you have any safeguarding
concerns about a child at our
school, you can talk to the
Designated Safeguarding Lead,
Miss Chaerin Lee, or the
Alternate DSL Joyce Jennings.

Our Governor responsible for
Safeguarding is Katherine
Murphy who can be contacted
through the school office (tel:
01394 282388).

Celebrating Students’ Achievements

Keeping Safe
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